Case Study

Delivering a High-Performance Collaborative Business Portal
Integrate Legacy Business processes & Applications
Business Consulting, Architecture Consulting, Custom E-Commerce Development, Integration, Testing
& Deployment Services across multiple business units using EAI methods and connector technologies

BACKGROUND
Today's business world is infinitely more complex than it was
a long time ago. Modern companies have a large number of
applications that take care of running the business. Such
diverse applications weren't a problem initially because they
were meant to provide stand-alone, independent, and
automated functions. The result of this diversity was a
collection of stovepipe applications rather than a unified
network of linked systems. But now, the companies are
realizing the utmost need to integrate these independent
data silos to leverage the information stored in them across
the various vertical and horizontal domains as well as
surmount the ever-increasing costs of building new
applications.

Agnicient’s onsite business consulting team worked with the client
for over a year to come out with a recommended phase-wise
approach, which has resulted into a multi-year engagement for
Agnicient and offers the client minimum disruption of wrk and a
parallel implementation of new e-commerce portal.
Using an Agile development strategy, Agnicient deployed the ecommerce application alongwith a comprehensive website for the
client, ensuring an online presence. Custom APIs were developed
for data exchange between the new architecture and existing
applications.

Technology Used
AJAX, Javascript, XML, XSLT, Oracle, SQL

And this is where an EAI solution comes into the picture.
EAI is a collection of processes, software and hardware
tools, methodologies, and technologies. When implemented
together, they have the aim of consolidating, connecting,
and organizing all the businesses computer applications,
data, and business processes (both legacy and new) into a
seamlessly interfaced framework of system components that
allow real-time exchange, management, and easy
reformulation of the company's mission-critical information
and knowledge. It is an unrestricted sharing of data
throughout the networked applications or data sources in an
enterprise.
Sierra Proto Express is an ISO-9001:2000 and MilSpec
MIL-P-55110 certified, Silicon Valley based, high
technology printed circuit board manufacturer. Sierra
specializes in quick turn prototypes and medium production.
We have partnered with Sierra for over three years to
define, develop, deploy and maintain an online portal that
currently integrates diverse and disparate business systems
by leveraging the power of the internet.

Business Benefits












Engagement Overview
Agnicient responded to the client with defining the
architecture of the overall system. By carefully analyzing the
business flow of the customer, and the various input/output
points across processes and applications, Agnicient was able
to underline the dependent areas, and laid down the
architecture of a comprehensive e-commerce application on
J2EE and Web Services.



Established an online presence to a brick and mortar
company
Usage of latest technology components ensured
scalability – the same code is in use for over 5 years
Several legacy applications were integrated for data
exchange, protecting any existing investments
Multiple services from a single vendor ensured that the
project overheads in terms of management were
reduced
Development of custom integration components reduced
the cost of acquiring off-the-shelf products
Expensive off-the-shelf services were replaced by custom
built, scalable and enhanced payment gateway
integrations
Provision of alternative business channels provided
attractive buying features for clients, enhancing the
business profitability by over 4 times
BI components were developed and custom built for
enhanced reporting and reducing turnaround time for
the purchasers and the client.
Online catalog, e-shopping and auction features were
provided apart from automating several business
functions at a fraction of cost of acquiring well-known
CRM & ERP solutions

The phase-wise approach is illustrated below-
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Stage 1 – Brick and Mortar Model

Sierra Sales
Executive
Customers

Stage 2 – E-Commerce Model

Sierra was using the traditional brick and mortar
model to reach out to its customers. Sales was an
offline process using means like telemarketing and
print media advertising.

Excel, Word, Email and hard copies were the
primary data repositories.

This phase involved developing
and deploying a full-fledged
ecommerce
system
where
customers could place orders
with
detailed
specifications,
upload design files and track
their
orders
at
their
convenience.
This system also had a
comprehensive quoting engine
to calculate pricing based of
design specifications provided by
the online customer.
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Stage 2 – Legacy Integration

This phase involved seamless integration with a third party ERP system by writing XML connectors to fully integrate
Sierra’s business processes. Ever since this integration was implemented, Sierra’s online business has grown many a
fold.

Stage 4 – Automatic File Validation and Verification
Our software engineering team
developed and deployed an
interfacing module to shake hands
with a third party commercial PCB
manufacturing, industry specific,
Automatic Design File Validation
and Verification System.
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